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Abstract: Understanding node mobility is critical for the proper simulation of mobile devices in
a wireless network. However, current mobility models often do not reflect the realistic movements
of users within their environments. They also do not provide the freedom to adjust their degrees
of randomness or adequately mimic human movements by injecting possible crossing points and
adding recurrent patterns. In this paper, we propose the recurrent self-similar Gauss–Markov mobility
(RSSGM) model, a novel mobility model that is suitable for applications in which nodes exhibit
recurrent visits to selected locations with semi-similar routes. Examples of such applications include
daily human routines, airplane and public transportation routes, and intra-campus student walks.
First, we present the proposed algorithm and its assumptions, and then we study its behavior in
different scenarios. The study’s results show that different and more realistic mobility traces can be
achieved without the need for complex computational models or existing GPS records. Our model
can flexibly adjust its behavior to fit any application by carefully tuning and choosing the right values
for its parameters.

Keywords: mobility model; wireless networking; Gauss Markov; mobile network; human mobility

1. Introduction and Motivation

Recently, wireless networks have been widely deployed, as they offer high-speed data rates and
have become more reliable and resilient against noise and interference. Globally, the total amount of
mobile data traffic was around 1.1 Exabytes per day by the end of 2019, and this is expected to increase
five times (i.e., 5.5 Exabytes per day) by 2025 [1]. Such popularity has led to continuous improvement
and development in every aspect of wireless networking, including its infrastructures, architectures,
protocols, and services. However, researchers and developers are still facing significant challenges in
the evaluation phase of mobile device simulation algorithms and technologies, since testing them in
existing and deployed wireless networks requires a high financial cost and is a time-consuming process.
For that reason, several studies have been conducted to offer appropriate environments to facilitate
the simulation and evaluation of novel and enhanced network systems. Some of these studies have
focused on modeling the mobility of users within the wireless network to predict their movements [2].
Mimicking mobile users, such as pedestrians or drivers, with realistic constraints, will help in
appropriately performing handover operations, making scheduling decisions, and obtaining the
density of user distributions within their cells. In fact, the understanding of mobility patterns was
motivated by its relevance to different real-life applications, such as location recommendation [3],
motion estimation and positioning [4,5], safe mobility during crisis [6], and forecasting disturbances in
electromobility [7].
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Various mobility models have been introduced in the literature, and these models rely on different
assumptions for user movement trajectories. For example, both random waypoint (RWP) and random
walk (RW) mobility models predict the speed and direction of an object within a specific zone using
random processes [8]. Random mobility models are straightforward and simple to apply. However,
they are unrealistic and only work when evaluating and simulating algorithms that are entirely
independent of user mobility. To improve the predictions of users’ movements in wireless networks,
the Gauss–Markov (GM) mobility model was proposed to take advantage of the temporal dependencies
feature, in addition to random properties [9]. The GM model yields better performance results than
other random mobility models, but it is still far from providing realistic patterns. This has caused many
researchers to apply complex, application-driven mobility models that are based on the GPS traces of
human walks or cellphone location tracking [10–12]. Here, we propose to improve the performance
of GM and provide more realistic mobility modeling without introducing additional computational
complexity or requiring any traces of human mobility.

It is challenging to predict user movement patterns in a wireless network [13], yet mobile users,
despite their random behaviors, sometimes pass particular points due to predetermined and realistic
constraints. The number of these points and the amount of randomness in users’ behaviors are
dependent on scenarios. For instance, the participants in a marathon must run within a given route,
so they are likely to cross a high number of known milestones, thereby making their movement patterns
predictable. Similarly, the visitors at a shopping mall go through specific walkways and entrances,
but with extra degrees of randomness in their behaviors. This uncertainty of human mobility becomes
higher in more open places, such as beaches and parks. Most existing mobility models do not provide
the flexibility of adjusting their degree of randomness or the option of mimicking human movements
by injecting possible crossing points and adding recurrent patterns.

In this paper, we introduce a new mobility model, named the “recurrent self-similar Gauss–Markov
mobility (RSSGM)” model that mimics those applications exhibiting recurrent visits to selected locations
with self-similar routes. The proposed model captures the random behavior of the GM model. It also
uses recurrent user travel patterns of the chosen nodes and self-similarity movement that imitates real
human mobility. We will present the proposed algorithm and its assumptions; then we will evaluate
its performance under different scenarios. A comparison with other mobility models (e.g., GM, RWP,
and random direction (RD)) will also be discussed. We will show that our mobility model provides
an enhanced and more realistic prediction of human mobility by applying recurrent and self-similarity
features. As a result, the simulation and evaluation of wireless and cellular networks will be improved.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Brief theoretical background of mobility
models and their categories is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, related works in the literature
are summarized. Our proposed RSSGM model is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5, the obtained
evaluation performance results are presented and discussed. Finally, concluding remarks and future
research directions are provided in Section 6.

2. Mobility Models in Wireless Networks

Recently, increasingly more research attempts have been made to produce mobility models
that can adequately mimic users’ movements and behaviors. Hence, it is becoming necessary to
provide a more realistic evaluation of new algorithms and protocols. Various mobility models have
been proposed to predict the current position, direction, and speed of a mobile terminal at any
time instance in the simulation phase. These mobility models differ in their predefined assumptions,
the input distributions they use, and the ways they generate route traces [14,15]. As shown in Table 1,
these mobility models can be classified based on their characteristics into five categories [16,17]:

• Random mobility models: The movement of nodes in this category is unrestricted, and all
assumptions (e.g., speed and direction) are chosen randomly and independently of other mobile
users. RWP and RW are examples of such random mobility models.
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• Temporal dependency models: The current speed and direction of a moving object in the
temporally-dependent models are impacted by their previous values at earlier time instances.
The GM mobility model is an example of this category.

• Spatial dependency models: The movement of a node is affected by its adjacent nodes, and the
speeds and directions of mobile nodes are associated with each other. The reference point group
mobility model is classified as being in this category.

• Mobility with geographic restrictions models: There are geographic restrictions, trajectories,
and environment deterrents that must be taken into account in this type of mobility model.
The Manhattan grid mobility model falls under this category.

• Hybrid mobility models: If a mobility model has features of at least two of the previous four
categories, it will be considered a hybrid model. For instance, the freeway mobility model in [18]
belongs to this category.

Table 1. Categories of mobility models in wireless networks.

Categories Examples

Random
RWP
RD
RW

Temporal Dependency GM

Spatial Dependency Reference Point Group

Geographic Dependency Manhattan Grid

Hybrid Freeway

Since our proposed mobility model shares some aspects of both the random and the GM mobility
models, we will elaborate more on the first two categories in this background section. Examples and
more discussion of other classes will be presented in the related work, in Section 3.

2.1. Random Waypoint Mobility Model

The random waypoint (RWP) model is a simple approach in which mobile terminals are randomly
distributed within an area of interest. The movement of mobile terminals is independent of each other
and there are no fixed routes or restricted boundaries of their movements. A node, such as a pedestrian,
vehicular object, or IoT device, starts by selecting a random destination and then moving with
speed and direction that are determined randomly from the intervals [Speedmin, Speedmax] and [0, 2π],
respectively. When the node reaches the targeted destination, it pauses for a specific time randomly
picked from the interval [0, tmax]. This process is repeated until the simulation phase is terminated.
The speed, direction, and pausing time are the key parameters of the mobility behavior of nodes in
this approach [8,19].

2.2. Random Direction Mobility Model

The random direction (RD) mobility model is almost identical to the random waypoint approach,
as mobile users in both models travel in piece-wise linear segments. However, they differ from each
other in the way the next direction is selected and how a user is handled once it hits a boundary.
When a mobile terminal reaches the border of the predefined area, it reflects or wraps toward the
simulation region with updated values for its speed and directions [20,21]. The distributions for both
speed and direction are also much simpler in the random direction approach, making it easier to
implement but less physically appealing [22]. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a user movement
following the random direction mobility model.
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Figure 1. An example of a node’s movement using the random direction mobility model.

2.3. Random Walk Mobility Model

Unlike the RWP model, the RW mobility approach tries to imitate human movements in urban
streets and walkways, where users tend to move either toward the east-west or north-south directions
in concurrent and close steps. The RW mobility model mimics such characteristics and provides more
realistic movement instances than other random mobility models [23]. To do that, mobile nodes in the
RW approach move from their current positions to the next step by selecting a random speed within
a pre-defined range [Speedmin, Speedmax] and random direction from the interval [0, 2π], but every step
occurs within a constant time (t) or fixed distance (d). The process of choosing the next direction and
speed is repeated in the same way until the simulation process is completed [24,25]. Figure 2 shows
an example of the movement of a node following the RW mobility model.
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Figure 2. An example of a node’s movement using the RW mobility model.

2.4. Gauss–Markov Mobility Model

The Gauss–Markov (GM) mobility model aims at improving previous approaches by exploiting
temporal dependency. Here, the speed and direction of a mobile terminal are updated according
to their past values at earlier time intervals. Additionally, the calculation of these two values is
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done with a certain degree of randomness that can be tuned based on the nature of the simulated
wireless network. The GM mobility model is not stateless, as the memories of previous steps are
preserved [26,27]. However, the node movement is still independent of other mobile terminals within
the same network.

Mobile nodes are allocated in random locations within the wireless network. These nodes will set
their speed (St) and direction (Dt) for each specific time interval (t). The speed and direction of a node
are calculated as follows [28]:

St = αSt−1 + (1− α)S̄ +
√
(1− α2)SG

t−1 (1)

Dt = αDt−1 + (1− α)D̄ +
√
(1− α2)DG

t−1 (2)

where S̄ denotes the mean speed and D̄ denotes the mean direction. The α parameter is utilized
to inject a degree of randomness in the calculation of both speed and direction. The value of α is
between 0 and 1, and it has a negative correlation with the degree of randomness; when α increases,
the uncertainty of movement will be lower. If α is set close to zero, user mobility tends to follow
highly random behavior. Once α is adjusted to be very close to one, the speeds and directions during
previous time intervals will have more significant impacts in selecting future values, thereby allowing
the mobility model to be more temporally dependent.

At every instance, the next position (Xt, Yt) of the mobile node depends on the current location
(Xt−1, Yt−1), speed (St−1), and direction (Dt−1) of the last movement, as shown in the following
two equations [28]:

Xt = Xt−1 + St−1 cos Dt−1 (3)

Yt = Yt−1 + St−1 sin Dt−1 (4)

Figure 3 shows an example of node movement in the GM mobility model with different values of α.
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(b) α = 0.5
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(c) α = 0.0

Figure 3. An example of user movement in the GM mobility model at different values of the tuning
parameter α.

3. Related Works

There have been several efforts to improve the performance of mobility models in the literature.
For instance, He et al. in [29] introduce a modified version of the GM mobility model, in which tuning
parameters are utilized to set the degree of randomness in user movements. They also integrate the
proposed mobility model with the cluster-based two-ring Machine-to-Machine (M2M) reference model
to recognize non-stationary channels. The model is capable of covering other mobility trajectories
(including RW mobility model and linear motion).
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Wang et al. in [30] present a realistic mobility model that is suitable for environments with irregular
barriers and constrained mobility. Their approach is based on Bezier curves to distinguish some control
points and to provide smooth user movements between blocks and pathways. The simulation results
obtained show that the proposed algorithm outperforms its counterpart mobility models in restrained
environments with respect to the smoothness of its paths, the avoidance of collisions, and the capability
of broad movements.

Several other studies have proposed mobility models for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [31–35].
Li et al. [31] took advantage of the temporal dependency of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
They also considered the spatial correlation among a group of UAVs, since these vehicles are usually
traveling in an arranged formation. Both temporal dependency and spatial correlation are exploited
to propose a particle swarm mobility model for flying ad hoc networks. Sharma and Kim in [32]
introduced a mixed mobility model that applies both RWP and uniform mobility models in order
to examine the coverage probability of mobile terminals in a three-dimensional network of UAVs.
RWP is utilized for vertical motions, whereas the uniform mobility model is followed to choose spatial
directions. The authors in [32] found that such a mixed mobility model helps to associate mobile
terminals with the closest UAV, thereby enhancing the network’s coverage performance.

Jo et al. in [33] proposed a customized mobility model for reconnaissance by dividing the scanning
area into zones. UAVs in this model would communicate with each other to record the number of
visits in each zone, and then the next movement of a UAV would lean toward the zone with the least
number of visits. The same authors extended their work to improve the coverage rate in reconnaissance
operations by limiting the overlapping among UAVs and avoiding any simultaneous visits to the same
zone [34]. Sayeed et al. in [35] exploited the transmission density of nodes in a wireless sensor network
to give a mobility model in which the UAV traversals are determined according to dynamic changes in
the underlying network topology.

The performance of mobility models in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) has also been
investigated [28,36–38]. For instance, Abdullah et al. [37] evaluated the RWP model on various
routing protocols: ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV), optimized link state routing (OLSR),
and Geographic Routing Protocol (GRP). The evaluation was conducted under four different
configurations for speed and pausing time: fast car, slow car, race walk, and human walk models.
As a result, the OLSR protocol has the best performance among the three routing protocols, as it yields
short service delay, low packet retransmission, and better throughput. Appiah [36] analyzed two types
of mobility models: RWP and MANET Down Left (MDL), and compared their performance when the
OLSR is implemented in MANET. He showed that choosing a suitable speed and pausing time for
the RWP mobility model could lead to better performance than MDL. In another performance study,
Laqtib et al. [28] investigated the performance of the OLSR under four mobility models: RWP, RD,
RW, and GM. The study concluded that the RWP model gives optimal performance results with
respect to delay, packet retransmission, and throughput, regardless of the number of mobile nodes in
the network.

Lee et al. [39] proposed the self-similar least-action human walk (SLAW) model to capture the
statistical characteristics of human movements in highly populated environments, such as university
campuses and public places. People in these environments act in similar ways, making the prediction
of their movements more manageable.

To mimic human mobility, most related works focus on providing mobility models that are
either purely random, rely on real-world traces, or are built based on complex statistical models.
Other techniques are also not fully decentralized, since a form of coordination among users is required
to determine their movements. In this study, RSSGM provides a random mobility model for network
nodes, while exhibiting self-similarity and frequent movements based on user requirements.
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4. Recurrent Self-Similar Gauss–Markov Mobility (RSSGM)

The RSSGM model is proposed for applications when nodes exhibit recurrent visits to selected
locations with semi-similar routes. For example, a professor at a university might have recurrent
visits to a classroom, a laboratory, his/her office, and a coffee shop. In addition, the model provides
the flexibility of adjusting the degree of randomness of nodes’ mobility. For instance, the mobility of
a professor whose movement patterns are predictable might have less randomness than a student
who hangs out a lot with friends. Moreover, the model provides the option of mimicking human
movements by injecting possible crossing points and adding recurrent patterns.

This section presents and discusses the algorithm and implementation of the proposed RSSGM
mobility model, whose pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm defines all required
functions, such as the nextCentriod function that obtains the next centroid point, and a function named
"dist" that is used to calculate the Euclidean distance between two points. In addition, all required
parameters are defined; for example, speed mean, direction mean, a tuning parameter, a list of centroid
points, a distance where the node enters the range of the current centroid, Mobility boundary limits,
and the required number of points of a node. The output of the algorithm is to have the mobility traces.

The user provides a set of centroid locations, centroidx, and centroidy, that are used to determine
the locations nodes can visit. In other words, a moving node moves towards the first centroid’s location,
and once it gets in the range of Cdist of the centroid location, it starts to move to the next centroid location.

The algorithm consists of two main phases: an initialization phase (lines 2–4) and a mobility
generation phase (lines 5–32). The first phase starts by initializing all the variables needed for the
mobility model. It also obtains the centroid location variables, centroidx and centroidy, using the
function nextCentroid function, which retrieves the first element of the given centroids list centroidList.
Next, the algorithm initializes the location coordinate, x, y, such that the node begins its movement,
starting from the first centroid location in the given list.

The second phase of the algorithm aims at generating the mobility patterns of a node,
and it consists of three sub-phases: centroid selection, next movement decision, and boundary
preservation. In the centroid selection sub-phase, if the current point (x, y) is located near the
currently targeted centroid, the centroid coordinate will be updated with the next point on the list
of given centroids via the function nextCentroid, which returns the following centroid location. On
the other hand, if the current point (x, y) is still away from the targeted centroid, the current centroid
remains unchanged.

The next movement decision is accomplished in Phase II-b, and is computed as follows.
First, the mean direction D̄ is updated to a point towards the targeted centroid location,
which is calculated using Equation (5):

D̄ = arctan
centroidy

centroidx
(5)

This equation improves the mobility model compared to other existing approaches, including the
GM model, by forcing nodes to come across specific centroid points. Such enforcement is realistic
since, although mobile users behave randomly, they sometimes follow particular points because of
predetermined constraints in their environments. The next step in the future movement decision
sub-phase is updating the two random function variables, SG

t−1 and DG
t−1, utilizing the normal

distribution function. Then, the current speed and direction are also updated using the two GM
Mobility functions shown in lines 15 and 16 of the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. Using the updated
speed and direction, the next location, (xt, xt), is determined using lines 17 and 18.

Finally, our algorithm performs the boundary preservation sub-phase to ensure keeping
the mobility pattern within the environment boundary, which is defined by a polygon
[Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax]. If the node moves outside the polygon, the mean direction is updated to
bounce the node back inside the polygon, using the equations shown in lines 21 and 26 of Algorithm 1.
The proposed RSSGM model will continue iterating through Phase II until the number of required
points is added to the mobility traces list, which is then returned to the user.
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Algorithm 1: Recurrent self-similar gauss–markov mobility model.
Functions:
N (µ, σ2): = a normal distribution function, where µ is the mean and σ2 is the variance.
nextCentroid(List): = returns the next centroid point in round-robin fashion.
dist((x1, y1), (x2, y2)): = returns the Euclidean distance between two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).
Input:
S̄: = speed mean;
D̄: = direction mean;
α: = a tuning parameter;
CentroidList: = a list of centroid points;
Cdist: = a distance where the node enters the range of the current centroid;
Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax: = Mobility boundary limits;
RequiredPoints: =the required number of points of a node;
Output:
mobilityTraces(x, y): = a list of mobility traces;

1 begin
2 Phase I: Initialization:
3 centroidx, centroidy = nextCentroid(CentroidList)
4 xt, yt = centroidx, centroidy

5 Phase II: Mobility Generation:
6 while mobilityTraces.length ≤ RequiredPoints do
7 Phase II-a: Centroid Selection:
8 if dist((xt, yt),(centroidx, centroidy))< Cdist then
9 centroidx, centroidy = nextCentroid(CentroidList)

10 end
11 Phase II-b: Next Movement:

12 D̄ = arctan centroidy
centroidx

13 SG
t−1 = N (0, S̄)

14 DG
t−1 = N (0, 2π)

15 St = αSt−1 + (1− α)S̄ +
√
(1− α2)SG

t−1

16 Dt = αDt−1 + (1− α)D̄ +
√
(1− α2)DG

t−1

17 xt = xt−1 + St cos Dt

18 yt = yt−1 + St sin Dt

19 Phase II-c: Keep Inside Boundary:
20 if xt > Xmin or xt < Xmax then
21 xt = xt − St ∗ cos(Dt)

22 D̄ = π − D̄
23 Dt = D̄
24 end
25 if yt > Ymin or yt < Ymax then
26 yt = yt − St ∗ sin(Dt)

27 D̄ = −D̄
28 Dt = D̄
29 end
30 mobilityTraces.append(xt, yt)
31 end
32 return mobilityTraces
33 end
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5. Experimental Evaluation

The proposed mobility model and other baseline mobility models (GM, RWP, and random
direction) are implemented using Python. The NetworkX library is used for the graph and nodes [40].
The Shapely library is used for geometric measurements [41]. The experimental evaluation is conducted
based on an area of [1000, 1000] with different values of α = [0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 0.99, 1.0] to study its
behavior and movement patterns. In addition, we run experiments with different values of mean
speed, S̄ = [10, 50, 100], to study the impact of changing the mean speed on the behavior of nodes’
mobility. During the evaluation, the number of centroids is set to be five with the locations [(150, 150),
(500, 500), (800, 800), (150, 800), (150, 800)]. All parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 2,
and the results of our evaluation are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Varying α values for recurrent self-similar Gauss–Markov mobility.

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

S̄ 40 m/s

D̄ 0°

α [0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 0.99, 1.0]

CentroidList [(150, 150), (500, 500), (800, 800), (150, 800), (150, 800)]

Cdist 20 m

Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax [0, 1000, 0, 1000]

RequiredPoints 10,000
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5.1. Effect of Varying α on Mobility

The effect of varying α is that the random movement of the mobile nodes in terms of speed and
direction changes based on Equations (1) and (2), respectively. The speed equation is invoked at line 15
in Algorithm 1, while the direction equation is invoked in line 16 of the same algorithm. The changes
in the speed value are not reflected in the movements in Figure 4. Thus, we will only focus on the
direction equation. When α = 0.0, the direction equation is as follows:

Dt = D̄ +
√

DG
t−1 (6)

As a result, the movement is entirely affected by the sum of the median direction D̄ and the

randomness term
√

DG
t−1. The median direction always points at the next centroid position, which is

computed using Equation (5), whereas the random value is drawn from a normal distribution with
a mean of 0. In the case when the drawn random value is zero at any given time, the node moves purely
towards the centroid position. However, when the random value is not zero, the resulting direction
is toward the centroid’s position. As a consequence, the node could move in all directions locally,
but it moves globally as it gets closer towards the next centroid, as shown in Figure 4a. We clearly see
that the node starts at point (150, 150), and it moves towards the point (500, 500), while making turns
in all directions. Then, the node gets closer to the center point by a distance of 20, and then it continues
to the next centroid. This process is repeated by selecting the next centroids in a round-robin fashion
until 10, 000 points are generated.

We observe that there is no significant change in the node movements between when α = 0.0
and α = 0.1, as shown in Figure 4a,b. For α = 0.1, the effect of the randomness dominates as the term
1− α increases slightly to 0.9. In fact, we can clearly see that the node starts to move in all directions
randomly. However, the node eventually reaches the centroid’s position, since the direction is the
sum of the random value and the median direction. Therefore, the node moves mostly in a random
way, as shown in its movement, but it purely points toward the centroid location. When the random
value is a non-zero term, the resulting direction will be toward the centroid’s position and deviated by
adding the amount of uncertainty. The node’s mobile movement will also be entirely affected by the
random term, as shown in Figure 4b.

For α = 0.5, the effect of the randomness is still clearly observed, and the node movement is
equally affected by both the mean direction and the random term. Therefore, the node moves mostly
in a random way, as shown in Figure 4c. Although the value of α = 0.5 implies that the randomness
should be about %50 between straight lines and random movements, we still see more patterns in
U-turn shapes during the node movements. Such patterns are triggered by the random behavior of the
GM mobility approach. This behavior also indicates that the effect of α value is not uniform, and the α

should be higher than 0.5 to move in a more consistent way.
Once α is tuned to 0.9, less randomness is noticed in the movement of nodes, and the node is

profoundly affected by the mean direction in its mobility. Still, since the randomness value, 1− α, is 0.1,
the node moves slightly randomly while targeting the next centroid location, as shown in Figure 4d.
We also notice that setting the tuning parameter α = 0.9 in the proposed mobility model yields an
interesting movement pattern that mimics human mobility in open areas.

For α = 0.99, the effect of the randomness starts to vanish as the term 1− α decreases to almost
0.01. The movement is profoundly affected by the mean direction. Therefore, the node moves in
a semi-straight line, as shown in Figure 4e. We observe that the node visits all centroids according
to their order in the given list. However, the main challenge with α = 0.99 is that a node might
need several steps to get closer to the centroid position. This is because the node mainly moves with
semi-straight lines, which in turn deviate it from the targeted centroid. As a result, it does not get
closer to the centroid and might hit the boundary, as shown in Figure 4e.

When α = 1.0, the amount of uncertainty in our mobility model is zero, since both
Equations (1) and (2) have only one term. Hence, the movement here is purely motivated by the mean
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direction, which lets the mobile node move in straight lines, as shown in Figure 4f. As seen in the figure,
the node starts from the position of the first centroid at (150, 150). Then, it moves toward the second
centroid located at (500, 500). The node keeps visiting all five centroids in a round-robin fashion.

After evaluating the proposed mobility model with several values of the tuning parameter α,
we conclude that selecting the appropriate value of α is crucial to mimic the intended movements
within the chosen application. For example, with α = 1 or α = 0.99, nodes tend to move in straight
lines among the given centroid points. Such behavior emulates airplane movements between a set of
airport locations. With α = 0.9 or α = 0.5, nodes tend to mimic human-like walks in open areas, such as
parks and sports fields. Moreover, with α values closer to zero, nodes tend to move randomly, turning
to all directions while reaching the next centroid eventfully. Such movement can mimic delivery robots
when they deliver packages to stores, or ants when they search for food.

5.2. Effect of Varying Mean Speed S̄ on Mobility

This section studies the effect of varying mean speed S̄ on the RSSGM mobility model. We run
three scenarios with different values of S̄ = [10, 50, 100] m/s as shown in Figure 5. We start our study
by setting the mean speed to a low-speed value of 10 m/s. The results of RSSGM mobility with S̄ = 10
are shown in Figure 5a. We visually observe that the node moves with inconsiderable variations in
terms of direction. The mean speed keeps the instantaneous speed low on average. Since the speed is
low, we observe that the node does not get far away from the mean direction. Next, we increase the
mean speed to 50 m/s to study the effect of a medium speed. In this scenario, we see that the node
starts to move far away from the mean direction, as shown in Figure 5b. Finally, the mean speed is
set to 100 m/s to study the effect of such a high speed. The results of RSSGM mobility with S̄ = 100
are shown in Figure 5c. With high speed, we observe that the node cannot reach the targeted centroid
easily. It misses the centroid’s center several times before moving toward the next centroid. This is
why the node hits the boundaries many times, as shown in Figure 5c. On the other hand, with low
speed, S̄ = 10, the node clearly crosses the center of the centroid on the first try as shown in Figure 5a.
In this figure, we see that the node never hits the boundaries.
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Figure 5. Varying α values for RSSGM Mobility.

5.3. Results and Discussions

This section compares the proposed mobility model to baseline models, such as GM, RWP,
and random direction. The evaluation focuses on spatial and temporal randomness and self-similarity.
For evaluation purposes, we define a new metric called spatial and temporal standard deviation
(STSD), which measures the level of change in mobility with different random seeds. The STSD is
defined as follows:
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STSD(T) =

√√√√ 1
N − 1

N

∑
i=1

(Pi − P)2 (7)

where T = {P1, P2, P3, . . . , PN} represents the set of mobility traces and N represents the number of
sample traces. Pi = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pt, . . . , pn} represents the set of points for a given mobility trace,
where pt represents the point at time t. STSD metric determines the standard deviation of multiple
samples of a given mobility model. Hence, if all samples are identical, STSD is zero, which indicates
that there is no deviation for the given set of samples. However, STSD value increases as the sample
mobility traces follow different routes. The larger the distance is for a particular time, the higher STSD
value is indicated.

5.3.1. Impact of α on Spatial and Temporal

This section studies the impact of changing the value of α on the spatial and temporal standard
deviation (STSD) for RSSGM and GM mobility models. RWP and random direction are not included
in this comparison, since they do not depend on the value of α. For this comparison, the value of
α is increased from 0 to 1 incrementally to study how it affects STSD. The evaluation results are
shown in Figure 6. We observe that the STSD value starts high for both mobility models when α is 0.
However, RSSGM provides significantly lower, almost 40%, STSD values than GM. This indicates
that RSSGM exhibits similar routes with different random seeds. Moreover, as we increase α to 0.9,
the STSD provides semi-uniform values for both models. When α gets closer to 1, the STSD values
increase slightly (by 20%) for GM, which indicates a slight deviation, because nodes tend to move in
semi-straight lines but in different directions with every random seed. As a result, the STSD value
increases as these lines travel in a different direction every time. For RSSGM, this phenomenon is
seen more clearly. In fact, when α gets closer to 1, the STSD values increase for RSSGM by 100%.
Finally, when α reaches 1, we observe that the STSD value drops to zero for both mobility models since
the movements of the nodes are identical for all random seeds.
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Figure 6. Impact of α on spatial and temporal standard deviation (STSD).

5.3.2. Comparative Evaluation

Based on STSD, this section compares RSSGM, GM, RWP, and random direction (RD) mobility
models. The comparative evaluation results are shown in Figure 7. We observe that the RSSGM
provides the lowest STSD values, with an average of around 30 m standard deviation. This indicates
that RSSGM provides the most similar routes with different random seeds. Next, GM shows the
second-lowest variation in terms of mobility, with an STSD value of around 80 m. Moreover, we observe
that RD shows the third-lowest variation in terms of average mobility, with an STSD value of
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around 270 m. However, RD provides high variance and range in terms of variation, starting from
0 to up to 410 m. This indicates that RD is highly random in terms of mobility with different seeds.
Finally, RW provides the third-highest variation in terms of average mobility, with an STSD value of
around 280 m. By observing all STSD values, we conclude that our RSSGM showed the best similarity
when running different random seeds. This similarity is preferable when simulating some applications,
such as human walk, which exhibit similar routes to routinely visited places at homes or workplaces.

GM RD RSSGM RW
Mobility Models
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200

300

400

ST
SD

 (m
)

Figure 7. STSD values with different mobility models.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a novel mobility model, based on the GM model, to consider such
movements in a predefined set of places, named centroids. We studied the behavior of our proposed
mobility approach in several scenarios to evaluate the impacts of changing its parameters, such as α

and mean speed S̄. Our evaluation results showed that different mobility behaviors could be achieved
by carefully selecting the right parameters. The most dominant parameter is α, which controls the
randomness in our mobility. With α values closer to 1, nodes move in semi-straight lines and STSD
reaches zero, whereas these nodes tend to move in more random patterns (high STSD) when α is closer
to 0. Moreover, with relatively low speed, nodes tend to cross the center of each centroid on the first
attempt. However, with high speed, nodes’ mobility is significantly affected by the randomness of
speed and direction, which in turn yields high randomness in displacement. As a result, nodes cannot
reach the targeted centroid easily; they miss the centroid’s center several times before moving toward
the next centroid. In addition, compared to GM, RW, and RD, the study shows that RSSGM achieves
the best similarity when running different seeds. For future work, we plan to build a 3D version
of our mobility model to emulate airplane and drone routes. In addition, we plan to compare our
mobility model to real traces, such as human walking traces and airplane routes. Moreover, we plan to
implement our model in an ns-3 network simulator to study its effect in data traffic scenarios.
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